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ABSTRACT

Our aim is essentially to establish an instability theorem for sixth order differential equa-
tions of the form (1.2).
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1. Consider the consttuit-ooefficient sixth order differential

equation:

(6) (5) (4)
f a x +ux +a x+a x+a x+a

(6) (5) (4)
x f a x +u^x +a x+a x+a x+a x-0 . (l.l)

2
Ezeiio obtained aufficient conditions, depending on the coefficients

a ,a fa and a^( for the instability of the trivial 3olution x»0 of

(1.1). lie extended these results, by using the well-known criterion of

Krasovskii , to general equation of the form;

xt5^ )x*h(x)*0 (h(0)-0)

2

in which a ,a?te,f,g and h are defined as in .

In this work; suitable conditions, depending on the coefficients

a ,a .and a^, for the Instability of the trivial solution x-0 of (1.1)

have been obtained. Then these results have been extended to the

equation of the form;
(6) (5) , (4) (5). (4) .......
'+aix

w>+ii(x,x,x,x,x
v t;, x W J )xv ̂ f ? ( x)x+

)x+f4(x)+f (x)»0 (1.2

(f.(0)«0 , f (0)-0),
4 5

in which a is a constant and f ,f,,,f^.f, are continuous functions

depending cnly on the arguments shown. '.Ve shall however require that

f'(x) exii:t and is continuous for all x.

It is known from the general theory that the trivial solution of

(1.1) i3 unstable if and only if the associated equation:

2^(r)»rYH r''+a r +a r +a r +ae.r+ag-0 (1.3)

has at least one root with a positive real part, liaturally, the

existence of such a root dapends on (though not always all of) the

coefficients a ,a , ...,a--. For example, If
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it ia clear from a consideration of the fact that the sum and the

product of the roots of (1.3) that at least one root of (1.3) has a •

positive real part for arbitrary values of a ta ,a ,a , Similarly; when

efc40» (1.3) haa at least one r o" ̂ 0
+'^o («'oi P real), with U > 0.

Also, (1.3)- has no purely imaginary root ifl if, for example,

1L(± ft ) has a non-vanishing real part, that is

The left-hand side of (1.4 ) can also be reset in the form:

so that (1.4-) la satisfied if, for example,

The present paper is a result of an attempt to soo how far

the condition (1.5) could be put to use in establishing the instability

of the trivial solution for equation (1.2).

We shall prove here that

THEOREM. If

f'(x )<^0 for all x^ , (1.6)

and

for arbitrary x ,....x^, then the trivial solution x=-0 of (1.2 ) is

unstable for all arbitrary a ,f,>#

Observe that when specialized to (1.1), (1.6) and (1.7) reduse

to (1.5).
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2. Proof of the Theorem

The procedure here in exactly as in and we will only need to show

that, subject to the condition in the theorem, there ia indeed a

function V-V(x ,...,Xg) iiatiafyinj; the 3ix-dimen3ional ver3ion of the

Krasovskii properties which had been labelled (F ), (F ?), (P-J in .

Consider the function V(x t...1x(-) defined by

o o

It is clear from the definition that

v(0.o,o, £7-, ^,o)- p+ \&x£

for all sufficiently small ^ ) 0 so that every neighborhood of the

origin in the (x ,..., x,-)-space contains points ( J ,,..,],) such that

V(3 »• • • i J c)} 0» W0 will next aliow that, subject to the conditions

(1,6) and (1.7), V also natisfies the remaining Xrasovaliil properties and

the theorem will then follow.

We turn to the differential ay stem

(2.1)

V-Wfi(xi X6)x5~f2(x3)x4"f3(xi xG ) x3" f4 ( x2 )" f5 Ui )

derived from (1.2) in the usual woy, and let

By an elementary differetitintion alon^ solution paths of (2.1) it

can be verified that

v" It V ( xi X 6 }

2 2 2
"x5+fi^xi'*'" ' x6^ x3 X5 + f )'xi' * ** |X6^x3~f5^xi')x2

5 + 2fx(xi X 6 )
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Thus, by (1.7) and (1.6) , V is posltire semi-definite. Also V=0 (t^ 0)

necessarily implies that

x -o for all t ̂

and in turn this implies that

xi» j,(constant),

x5-'x2-Of x6-x^
4)

The subatitutiona:

in (2.1) give that £-($ )*0 which in view of the fact that f (0)-0 and

(1.6) can only imply that J, =0. Thus V=»0 (t^O) implies that

x -0-x «x »x "x -x̂ - for all t^.0.

This completes the proof of the theorem.
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